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Let R denote the group ring RC of an infinite cyclic group C= ((T) over a field 
R which is commutative or non-commutative. Define R, to be the subring R(cr’), 
and let s=(g 0, ) be an element of GL2(R). A natural explicit presentation is given 
for E,(R,j, the group of elementary transformations in G&(R,), in terms of the 
generating subgroups X,(R) and X:(R)‘, thus generalizing a theorem of Ihara. 
For R a finite field and for a positive integer n, the further condition sZn= 1 
produces SL2(R(r))/((~ .%)) where r has order 2n. With this, the problem of the 
structure and finiteness of certain classes of groups related to ,X,(2’“) is settled. 
‘cl 1990 .4cadems Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A theorem of Ihara states that for R a commutative field and T a 
variable, 
where s = (; .O,), CJ* = T, and T is the intersection of the two factors in this 
free product with amalgamation (Serre [3, p. SO]). 
The purpose of this article is to generalize Ihara’s theorem by describing 
the group SL2(R[~, t-l]) in terms of its generating subgroups X.,(I) 
and X2(R)“. Indeed, the description will be made for the group of 
2-dimensional elementary transformations Z$(~[Z, z-l]) where A is a field 
which is commutative or non-commutative. 
To state the main result, we let & be a general field, R, = J[r, t-i], and 
define the following elements of H= X2(R), 
1 0 
u(a)= cI 1 for agk, ( > d(u)= ; Jr1 ( > for CCE&* 
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and u = ( ?I A). Furthermore, we let H” be an isomorphic copy of H (the 
isomorphism being E: h + h” for all I? EN), E a symbol, and suppose 
HnH”= (l)? b#HvH”. 
THEOREM. Let G be the factor group of the free produc! H 4 H” * (b), 
defined bj, 
Then, G z E,( R, ). 
Let n be a positive integer and .4 a finite -field. The?; under the furthe! 
i’elation 
(IV) b”= 1, 
GSX,(R(p)j/(($ p’?n j ) where R ( p ) is the group ring qf a cyclic grmp 
of order 2n. 
Given the fact that for R=R[o, a-‘], the group e?(R) := (X.,(k)> s) 
has the factorization e,(R) = E,(R,)(s) with s2 E &(I&), the presentation 
problem is studied first for e?(R). The proof relies, first on Nagao’s t 
sL,(n[r]) = SL,(Rj *a(61 B(.Qr]j 
(99 stands for the Bore1 subgroup) which holds for a general field .& (see 
Serre 13, p. 86]), and then on Vaserstein’s theorem on the congruence 
subgroups of SL,(k[r, rr’]) when R is a finite field (see [7], or Q]). 
The range of /I, 7, b in the theorem can be substantialiy reduced, as is 
shown in Theorem 4.1. 
A corollary of the main theorem is E,(R,,) z 2 *r ~2’) T= 2 n .P”” for 
R a general field. 
An application of the material developed here is the determination of the 
structure of the groups 
introduced in [4], and of 
e(n: I) = (SL2(Z2), a 1 .2n- l= (au)’ = 1, cYFY’= 1 >> 
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where u = u(l), introduced by Campbell and Robertson in [ 11. The first 
class of groups provided a strong motivation for the present study. 
The list of contents is: 1. Introduction; 2. Elementary Transformations; 
3. A Triple Decomposition of e,(R); 4. A Presentation for e,(R); 5. A 
Presentation for E2(R); 6. The Normal Closure of (3); 7. Congruence 
Subgroups and Finiteness; 8. The Groups Y(3, n), t?(n, I). 
We express our thanks to J. Neubiiser for his encouraging interest and 
for making available the computing facilities of Lehrstuhl D fur Mathe- 
matik at RWTH in Aachen; to V. Felsch for guidance with the group 
theory system SPAS and for help with special programs; and to F. 
Grunewald, U. Stuhler, and K. 0. Stohr, for useful exchanges on this 
material. Support for visits to the above institute from DAAD during 
January-March of 1987, and from CNPq and IBM of Brazil during May- 
June of 1988, is gratefully acknowledged. 
2. ELEMENTARY TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let S be a ring with unity 1. It is well known that the relations which 
hold among the elementary transformations in G&(S) present a complex 
phenomenon. The discussion requires the definition of the matrices 
for a E S, for c( E GL,(S), 
0 1 
24= ( > -1 0’ 
and the subgroups of G&(S) 
f(S)= (U(cY)lcrES}, g(S)= (~~)I~EGL(W), 
SqS) = -jr(S) 9(S), E,(S) = (B(S), 24). 
Then the following fundamental relations hold in E,(S): 
(1) for z ES, the map a(~() H c( defines an isomorphism between 
Y(S) and (S, + ); 
(2) for ~EGL,(S), d(a)=u-’ V(U) UU(C’) uv(a) (therefore, E,(S) = 
(VW, u>); 
(3) for CXEGL,(S), up1 u’(cc)u=d(cr-I); 
(4) for CI~, c-QEGL,(S), on defining d(cc,, crz)=d(a,)d(cr,)d(cc,cr,)~‘, 
and a= (a(~,, CI~)ICI~, a,~GLi(s)), the map ii(cr,, CX>)~ [cr,, ccl] extends 
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to an isomorphism between 8 and GLIIS)‘, jTdjxlj, d(q)] =?(a;‘, a;“:: 
~(LY,, CX,)~, and 9(S)‘=d@S”; 
(5)” for CI,ES, ~,EGL~(S), 
Let d, be a generating set for GL,(S). If CL,(S) is commutative then 
52(S) is generated by (d(cc)la~d,j. 
If GL,(S) is non-commutative then B(S) is generated by {d(/3)I BEA i 
where 
A=d,u {xp or /Irix, /3~d,, a #/3)~ 
When S = A, a general field, one gets the Bruhat-Tits partition 
E,(k)=B(Rj u J?'(R) 2cf‘j.k): 
Also, the group GLJA) admits the Dieudonni: determinant with respect tc 
which E,(k) = XL(R). 
3, A TRIPLE DECOMPOSITION OF ez(R) 
We will fix the notation d to be a general field, C = (C > of infinite order, 
R=RC, s=(; ,%), and e?(R)= (.SL2(k),s). Define r=a’, R,=R(~ji 
~=R[G], Po=d[r]. Then, RzR,, P2Po, and .9’ are bilatera! 
factorial domains. 
Given f E R, then it has a canonical decomposition f=i‘+ + S.. g -“‘, 
with j-+ , S- E 8, nz>O, and wheref- =Q, orJ’-(O)#O and r~>0. 
The group ,Y"(R) decomposes as 
f(R)= Y'+(Rj@Y':(Rj, 
where 
Y+(R)= V(g), %:(R)= {r(rjlrd[o-!]a-'). 
The purpose of this section is to prove 
THEOREM 3.1. The group ez( R) decomposes m 
e,(R) = SL,(PO) C(R,)(s) 
Also, each element qf ez(R) factorizes wzipely wit/z respect to this decom- 
position. 
We start with some preliminary lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let i: 9 + k be the epinzo~phism defined by 5: p(u) -p(O), 
and let c .,l’izXz(9) -+ Ml x ,(R) be its natural extension. Also, let 
det: GL,(d) -+ J*/(R*)’ be the Dieudomd determinant. Then 
d;t := det .z GL,(Y) + R*/(R*)’ 
is a determinant map uqith respect to lvhich E?(9) = SL,(g). 
Prooj Straightforward. 
Since SL,(Y) = (Y’(9), u), we define A: SL(P) + Z,, to be the 
syllable length function with respect o V(P) and (u). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let n > 1, and let CL, /I E 9 such that CXP s 1 (mod 8). Then, 
/?a E 1 (mod c?‘). 
ProoJ: We may assume LX = c:id cligi, /I = x:‘zi Pie’. Then, a/?= 
xf”; ‘) (riciCl aifij)o’, and aj? = 1 (mod a’) holds provided 
aJo = 1, 1 a,/?,=0 for l</<n- 1. 
i+j=C 
On defining ai = a& I, a,. = aofii for 0 < i < n - 1, we derive from afl= 1 
(mode”), Qo=l, andfor ldm<n-1, 
D,,=C {t-l) ;’ p ~P’~+-.‘+P~I~~l~lq;lZ...~~l1>0, 
(i,, i2, . . . . il) a vector of positive integers which satisfy 
i,#iz# ... fi,, i,pi,+i,pi,+ ... +i,pi,=m}. 
It is direct to show that Ci+j=rclijJj=O implies C,+j=lDit?j=O for 
l<ldn+l. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let p ~9 be such that p(O) #O, arm let i be a positive 
integer. Then there exist q, ol, o2 E 9 such that 
pq-cc,,a’= 1 =qp-cow,&, 
Wl p=pwz, 4~1=~2q. 
ProoJ: Since p and c are relatively prime, there exist q, w1 E 9 such that 
pq-uLoi= 1. By the previous lemma, qp = 1 (mod a’), and so there exists 
w2 E 9 such that qp - CO~C#= 1. The rest follows from considering the 
equations pq.p=p.qp and qp.q=q.pq. 
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EEMMA 3.5. Let i> 0, and let p, q, wI, oj2 E 3$ be as above ii:irl: the 
variable G changed to T. Dgfine 
Then, 
(i) BE’ = B’B = 1, BE SL2(.$,) 
(ii) gtcen anj’ integer j, we haue in El(R), 
[~(p~~i)sjl.u=B.Cc(-L?5~i)SZ’-J 
Proqf Straightforward. 
LEMhfA 3.6. Let p E gO, i and j i?ztegers tvith i > 0, and A E SL2(&). Then 
there exist g E g0 (g = 0, or g(0) # 0), integers m, 2 with m > 0, iwd 
BE SLz(PG) such that 
[c(pr-$‘]A = B[v(gT-m)S’l]. 
ProojY We proceed by induction on the syllable length 4.4 1 = i. 
ii) Suppose I= 1. Then, A E ~~(9~) or (u> 
(a) Suppose A = t(r) for some r E Pop,. Then. 
[G(pT-‘).S’] L’(I’)=z/‘(pT~i)t’(!.T-i)S’=l’(pT-’+TS~’).~’. 
NOW, g=p?-‘$rr-j=g+ +g-r-“‘, and so, 
of the required form. 
(b) Suppose A E (u ). Then we may assume A = a, and quote kern 
(ii) of the previous lemma. 
(ii) Suppose 1> 1. Then A is one of four types depending upon the 
beginning and ending from V”(PO) or (u). In each case, an application of 
the first inductive step reduces I and thus leads to the desired conclusion. 
Proof ef Theorem 3.1. (a) By the previous lemma, the set 
SL,(ZQ nlPP(RO)(~) is a subgroup of e,(R). It is equal to e,(R), since 
S&,(9$) contains SLI(R). 
(bj Suppose AltllsnL= A2u2sn2 where AI,A,~SL,(9’jo), C~~P,E 
$1 (R, ), and n, r n, integers. Then we may assume, AI = 1, n, = 0. Thus. 
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A, is a triangular matrix (f 5Lm “,)ESL~(P~). Clearly, CI= 1, n2 =O, and 
A,=o(p)=UZV~~E~(~~)n~~~(R,)= (1). 
4. A PRESENTATION FOR e,(R) 
Maintain the notation of the previous section. 
THEOREM 4.1. The grozrp e,(R) has the presentation 
{ SL,(R), a 1 (I) u-‘au = a-‘, 
(11) CvW’, dl;)l = 1 Wlp E P, 7~ r, i> 0) 
(III) [d(b), a] = 1 (V’b Ed)}, 
where p, I-, A are subsets of R defined as folIows. p is a R2-generating set 
of the bilateral /‘-module, \vith 1 E p, and R2 is the smallest subring of 4 
which contains ~1~ for all c( E F?. r is a generating set for (a, + ). A is a subset 
of& such that 9(A) generates 9(R) ( as in Section l), and is emptJ2 if 8 = Z?. 
On taking k = Z,, we derive directly 
COROLLARY 4.2. The grozdp e2(Z,(o)) has the presentation (SL,(Z,), 
aluP au = a-l, [t@, v]=l (Vi>O)) where v=tl(l). 
By a theorem of Stuhler [S], SL,(Z,(a)) is not finitely presentable, and 
therefore neither is e*(Z,(o)). 
Let G = (SL,(k), G.) be the abstract group defined in the above theorem. 
Then, the map 
v(u) H v(a) (Vu. E k), u H zl, aHs 
extends to an epimorphism $: G --f e,(R). Through $, we verify that 
SL,(A)z SL,(R) and (a> z (s), which justify dropping the bar from the 
notation. We will prove that $ is an isomorphism in a number of steps. 
Step 1. The set of relations II, imply that r may be replaced by A. A 
may also be replaced by ,R*. To show that p may be replaced by R, we need 
to derive some properties of R”. 
Since (CI + B)’ = CI’ + c# + /?CY +p’ E R’, it follows that a/3 + DC! ER*, for all 
M, /l E k; from /? = 1, we conclude that 2a E R, and thus R* = R provided the 
characteristic of R is different from 2. On substituting B’= /?cz for p in 
c$ + /3a, we get c@cl + Pa’ E R2; if furthermore, p E A*, then c&x E d2. Thus, 
for’fiER*\{O), and u=/F’, we have ~-‘~BP’=p-‘~R2. Therefore, R2 is 
a subdivision ring of R, and (R*)’ E (R*)*, since n*/(R2)* is an elementary 
abelian 2-group. 
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On conjugating [u(y)“‘, V(R)] = 1 by d(u) for OIEP, we obtain by 
relations III, [v(aya)“‘, V(A)] = 1. Let [y] denote the smallest a 
subgroup of A such that 
,8 E [y] and 01 Ek* imply c@sr E [y]. 
Then, [v(@“~, Y”(n)] = 1 for all BE [y]. 
Since [ 1 ] = k2 and [y] = A2y, we conclude that may be replaced by 4’. 
Step 2. Given ~=a,?+ ... +or,z+a,+cn-,z-‘f ... +s!_.z-“~ 
we define the corresponding element in G by 
v”(p) = v(Clmym . . . v(cQy u(a,) V(E-J-‘. . . u(a-,)“-“; 
then, +: v”(p)t-+ v(p). We have the following subgroups of G and 
isomorphisms via $: 
4 = {6(P) I p E &I) z m%J, 
g+ = (v”(PNP=%b) gqsb), 
Y? = (v”(p)IpER[z~‘]z-‘)r~-( 
The group 4 is normalized by 23(n)(a), and g+ s 7? are normalized by 
9(d). Indeed we have 
XqR,) := RqR)(a) z q&J, 
&q9yo) := T+ 9(n) tz B(2.g 
Step 3. Let s’? = (F+ , u). Then s?? contains SL2(k) and B’( 
generated by these subgroups. From the epimorphism rl/: G + & 
get the epimorphism $1 2 : 2 --+ SL2(P0), where $ / SL2(x) =iden 
$1 BCeb): &PO) -+ I is an isomorphism. Thus, SL,(k) n B(PO 
Now, on using Nagao’s theorem, we conclude that $1 R is an isomor 
we identify v”(p) with v(p) for p E PO, and so 2 becomes identifie 
SL,(%,)* 
Step 4. Here we seek a triple decomposition analogous to that of 
e,(R). The following proposition plays the key role of Lemma 3.5 part (ii). 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let j be an integer, and let p =p(z-“) be an e~e~e~~ 
of R[z-‘]z-’ of degree i>O. Then there exist B(p)~sL,(9$,), 
n(p) E /[TV”] 7-l of degree i, both recursively defined, such that 
[iT(p) .u = B(p). [v”(~(p))a’“~~]~ 
ProoJ: Clearly, j may be assumed to be zero. Write p = ,BE T -‘I + I . . + 
j?mZ-im, with m 2 1, /Ii, . . . . /I,,, nonzero element of k, and 0 < i, < i2 < . ” < 
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i, (=i). Let p1=p-/?m5-im. We will show that B: Y(R,) -+ SL,(Po)), 
n: P0 + P0 are defined recursively by 
(1) for nz= 1, 
B(P, T -j) = u-‘[d(pl) u( -p,Tq]u, 
@,s-‘)= -p,‘Te, 
(2) for m> 1, 
B(p)=B(p,+P,r-“” )= CB(P~) 4-D,,) +~p,,+2hi-‘)1 .WL~P,)B,,J 
if i,-2i,+,>O 
= CB(P,) GP,,.)l .B(B,,~(P~)P,~-B,,I~~~-~‘,-‘) 
if i,-2i,-,<O, 
n(p) = 7r(p, + P,t-‘m) = 7c(Bn,7r(p1)pm) - &;‘t+ 
if i,, - 2i,, _ 1 > 0, 
=~(~,7C(Pl)~m-~mT~~~~-*i~~-~)-~~lt-im 
if i,-2i,-, CO. 
(i) The case m = 1 follows from the fundamental relation in 
X,(A): d(/?) = u(B)” v(p-‘) ~a(/?) for p # 0. For this relation may be rewrit- 
ten as 
u(p)“= d(P) u( -p) u-+I( -p-y 
and therefore on conjugating both its sides by ui, we get u(p)““‘= u(/3)“~‘” = 
a(ps-i)“=~(i(D)O(--Bi’)U-laiu(-P~’)a’=d(B)o(-Bt’)u-‘~(-B~l.r-’)a2’, 
from which follows 
a(pT-i)u= [d(P) u( -pZi)]“t;(-B-lT-‘)a2’, 
as required. 
(ii) Let m > 1 and assume by induction that the claims are true for 
p 1. Then, 
fi(p)u= qpl)[qp,T-im)u] 
= a(pl)[u(d(/?,) u( -pmTfm))u-l . t;( -~-‘T-im)a2”‘] 
= [B(pl) fi(~(p~))a”‘~-‘] d(Pm) v( --/j,+)u-’ 
x jj-p-lT-im)a2~m 
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Let vm=im-2i,-1, q=pm.n(pl)/l,,,. Then deg(q)=$eg(p,)=i,-,. 
have two cases to consider: v, > 0, v, < 0. 
Case 1. Let v, 3 0. Clearly, v, < i,, an so v”(-lqmZV,)=v(-BmZYm), 
an 
C(P)U = CB(p,) 4-A??) +-drjmZYm)] 
x Cv”(q)ul a- 
2im-5j-fi-IZ-im)a2im 





Case 2. Let v, < 0. Clearly (-v,) < imp 1. Now define q1 = q - 
Then, q1 E,&[z-‘]z-’ having the same degree i,_ i as B,. Therefore, 
~(p)u=B(p,)d(-~,)[u”(q,)u]a~2im~i~U”(-~~1~~im)a2im 
= CB(pl) GB,) @qlll fi(4qll -.4;‘~--imb2im, 
as required. 
Step 5. We recall the syllable length I* defined on SE2(P0) with respect 
to the generating subgroups V(9$) and (u). hising the previous proposi- 
tion we can prove the statement for G corresponding to Lemma 3.6, where 
we simply exchange v by 17 and s by a 
by induction on I(A) = 1. This gives us the triple decomposition 
G = SL2(Yo) ;cT(.3$b)(a). 
Step 6. Let g’ E ker $J. Then, g = 
p E R[z-‘1 VI, i an integer. Therefore, 
ness of the factorization in SL,(R,), we 
and r,l~ is an isomorphism. 
Theorem 4.1 is fully established. 
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5. A PRESENTATION FOR E,(R) 
We will maintain the notation of the previous section and will prove the 
“first half” of the main theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. E,(R) has the presentation 
{H,H”,bl(I) b=z4-w, 
(II) CL@Y, ~(y)‘~]=l (V/?E/?, l!Er, i>O, 
j, rnE {O,l}), (III) ti(S)‘=d(6) (V’6Ed)}. 
ProoJ Let G = (H, H”, b ) be the abstract group delined above (again, 
we have dropped the bars from the notation). 
(1) The map 4: hwh, hE++hS, b -+ s2, for all h E H, extends to an 
epimorphism 4: G -+ EJ R,). 
(2) We note the following equalities: 
(i) d(~)b=d(a)“-‘“‘=d(a-‘)““=d(a~‘)“”~=d(cr)”=d(a), 
(ii) u’=d(-l)=d(-1)“=(~4”)~, 
(iii) b”= U-~U&U =up&u = b-‘, 
(iv) uPEub = (~4-~24)(u-‘d’) = b-lb’= b. 
From (iv), we conclude that b E (H”, Hb), and that 
(H”, Hb) = (H”, Hb)b-’ = (HEb-‘, H) = (HE.L1-EIL, H) 
= (H”“, H) = (H”, H)“= (H”, H). 
(3) G admits an automorphism B such that 
B: h H h” w hb PJ’h E HI, 
b++b 
as can be checked directly. We observe that for all h E H, hB2 = h, and 
Thus, B2 = conjugation by b in G. 
(4) Define the group G = G . (B) to be the semidirect product of G 
by (B) under the action defined above. Then, b - lB2 is central in G, and 
Gn (b-‘B2)= {l}. 
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The group C? has the presentation 
{H, b, B 1 (I) b = z.-%P, 
(11) Cv(B)Bt, V(Y)1 = 1 Wb 65 
(III) d(J)B= d(6) (V6 E A), 
(IV) v(j)B2= v(p)b (VP E p), uB2 = El”). 
(5) The map defined by $lk:=qS, extends to an 
epimorphism 6: G -+ e,(R), and b-‘B2 E ker & 
Finally, define C?=G/(bK1B2) and let $ ) be the induced 
epimorphism. Then the above presentation for G with the additional 
1 easily simplifies to that of e,(R); that is, 
defines an isomorphism between E and e,(R), with T(G) = E2( 
GrG. 
From the above presentation for E,(R), it is possible to conclude quickly 
its structure as a free product with amalgamation. 
CQROLLARU 5.2. Let .A! = SL,(Po;). Then E,( ) E Ae*TA?‘S,T= 
Afnns. 
PPOOJ: Let us denote A? *T SP by G, and define b = I,- $2 in c?. For 
/3 E R[z], we have in c$:, 
It follows that the map 
$: h-h, h” t-+ h”, b+-+6 (V~EH) 
extends to a homomorphism from G = (H, H”, b ) of the previous theorem 
onto G:. On recalling the isomorphism q5: G--P E2( ave 
G = (Y?, &?“) where A?‘” := &‘(A?“), and 
Therefore, the map rl/‘: g H g, g” M gE (Vg E 8’“) extends to a 
homomorphism from I$ onto G, and hence, $$’ = identity, and G z c. 
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6. THE NORMAL CLOSURE OF (s) 
Let N denote the normal closure of (s) in ez(R), and recall that 
H= SLJR). Then from the presentation in Theorem 4.1, we conclude that 
e,(R)=NH with NnH= (1). 
Since e,(R) = (H, s), N is generated by the set {,sh 1h E H) which may be 
reduced, given that 
[s(n), s] = 1 and y= s-1. 
Thus, N is generated by {? 1 h = U(U) uv(p) for U, /I E R}. From the relation 
~(~~)~=~((a)u(--)u-‘v(--~-‘) for cl#O in A, we derive 
(S-I,)lwuvtp) = (s)D(-om-.-~+~) 
for all c( # 0 and /3 E ff. 
In order to define a presentation for N, we take for a generating set 
~={x(cI,~)~cc,~E~) 
with x(tl, p) corresponding to s’(‘)~“‘~). We note that $0, /IPi x(0,0)’ 
corresponds to u(b( - 1 + r’)). A direct approach to the description of N 
with respect to X would be to introduce relations which would guarantee 
the extension of the maps 
corresponding to U, a(y), d(l)), to automorphisms. To this effect, we define 
the following maps from / x 4 into the free group generated by X: for i > 0 
and a, B, P’ E A, 
xi.=: (p, p’) I--+ x(cx, fl)-j x(c(, P’)’ 
Yi,m: (P2 B’) ++ x(P, Co-’ x(B’v a)i. 
Furthermore, we let X, = iJi~yiJl x n), Y, = lJi JJ~,~(A x 1). 
THEOREM 6.1. {Xl (I) X(CI, CC~‘+~)X( --a, /3)= 1 (VU, PER, a#O), (II) 
x~,,~, yj,a are additive homomorphisms (Vi> 0, V’cc E R), (III) [X,, X,] = 1, 
[Y,, Y,] = 1 (‘V’CI E J)} is a presentation for N. 
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The proof is a routine matter, though lengthy. First, we show that gv 
g(y), &II) are indeed automorphisms of the abstract group ,i. defined by 
the theorem. Second, we show that u H _u, z!(y) H t:(r) (Vz E R ). d(y) b d(y) 
(Vy ER*) extends to a homomorphism from SE>(k) onto (g’, c(;l) (W;E~), 
d(y) (\Jy E L*)). Third, we show that the semidirect product r’= 
lt” . X,(R) with the action already specified maps in a natural manner 
onto eZ(R). Fourth, on defining Z= x(0,0) I, we verify that .u(E, 3) = 
(S)L.‘z’L’L”s), ,,T- = (X,(R), S>, and finally that e,(R’) 2 . ..‘i“ with AVz i 1”. 
~ORorLARY 6.2. The group 
is iSOi?tO~piiC to the normal closure N of (3) !!2 e7(Z2(a)). 
Prooj: On making k = Z?, the generating set of ;.i” becomes 
X= (.x$0,0). x(0, l), x(1,0), x(1, l)} from w ich we may delete x( 1, E! 
since by relation (I), x( 1, 0) = Y’( 1, 1). Now, 
‘;.u-“‘(O,o).x”(O, l)(m>O], {.F(O, O).u”(l:O)/n?>O) 
and {.x -yo, 1).x-“(l,O)lm>Oj are sets of commuting involutions. Cn 
renaming .YC’(O, 0) by ci,, x(0, 1) by bl, and $1, 0) by bi,, we get 
Since aya;l= ai(ay-‘a;“-‘)a;‘. a:a:, the condition (~~~a~)’ = 1 (VW) 
implies [a’;‘-‘~:-‘, a[2a:] = 1 (V’m, I), and the proof is done. 
7. CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS AND ~FIIVITENEZ~ 
7.1. Congrl4ence Slibgrozrps 
Let S be a ring with 1, # a 2-sided ideal of S, pi: S + A’;$ (=: S) the 
canonical epimorphism, and ji: A$ x JS) -+ A& x 2( 3) the natural extension 
of p. Then, K(f) := ker(jIG.LZ,Sj) = (I,+ ker 9) n GL,(SJ = {(oi 5) E 
CL,(S) / 01- 1, 6 - 1, p, 11 Ef > is the congruerzce subgroup correspon 
8, and GL,(S)/K(j) g CL,(S). Define the following groups: 
m) = ZKR) f--l E,(S), 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. Let ,,@ be a bilateral nil ideal of S. Then we hare: 
(1) K(y)=g(j- :)(A {), u’here9=((: f)j~-l, d-162}, and 
where 9? = 9 n E,(S); 
(2) E(Bj=%(> :)(A {), where 
(4) if S is comnutatiz~e, then & = @, s(f) = I?(f). 
ProojY Statement (1) follows from Gauss elimination. Statement (2) 
follows from the formula 
(i Y)(:, f)=((l+iY l,“,/$ (l+pn)B)((l+bg)l. F) 
for all ~1, /Y? E$. Statement (3) follows from the formula 
( l-p! 0 0 (1 -a/3-’ = -a(l-pa)-’ > ( l :)(A ?)(L i> 
( 1 x p 1 )( (l-/?a)-‘bcl/I 0 1, 0 1 > 
for all CI E f, /!J E S. Statement (4) is a consequence of EJS) = SL,(S), when 
S is commutative. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let A be a finite field, R = k(a) where o has infinite 
order, and f an ideal of R. Then, 
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,P@Y For a finite field A, R is a Dedekind domain of arithmetic type 
with infinite number of units. We conclude from Vaserstein’s theorem tha: 
E(f) = G(Y) 
Since we have the inclusions 
by passing to i? = R/j”, we get from the previous proposition. 
g(j) = k($j, and therefore I?(f) = k(8) follows. 
7.2. Finirene. 
e translation of a relation in R, to reiations in e,(R), for a finite field, 
k, can be done by way of a congruence subgroup which is a normal closure 
of a single element. More specifically, let $ be an ideal of R, generated by 
p(s) = x0 + tri T + ‘. . + T”’ of degree m > 1 and having x,, z 0. Correspond- 
ing to p(r). define L’“(~) = tl(cco) ~(a,)“. . ~~(1)~“’ in SL,(R) * (c)~ The 
relaiion we will consider is L ,p(U) = 1. This idea goes back, at least, to 
d. Todd (see [S]). 
TEIJ~XEM 7.3. Let R be a finite field. On adding rhe ie!arion 
(IV\ &a) zz 1 
go the presentatiorl in Theorem 4.1, \l:e get a presentaiiot: qf’ ?he .fi:ilire group 
e,(R) = SL,(R,)(S), ulhere SL,(R,) z SL,(R,.‘f). 
ProojI The normal closure of UP(‘) in c,(R) contains the subgroup 
Y”(8;) and therefore is equal to Z(d) = IQ/). by the previous proposition. 
Thus, we have a presentation for e,(Rjik(,f) = (E,(R,):~(.JZ))(, (s> 
k(.f)/k($)), where E,(R,)/k(f) 2 E,(R,/$j, 
lo the presentation in Theorem 4.1, ive get a presenttltiox fx the,fixite gwup 
SL2(RC,;) brhen IZ is odd, and .for e,(k(oO))::(d(oi)), O(ac)=n. ir..ken 
n = 2r? 
ProqJ: enote the normal closure of sfl in e:(R) by M. and the ideal 
generated by P(T) = rn - 1 in R, by f. Then, M contains t~p’Sj and wherefore 
contairrs M, = I?(y). We have 
M=Ml(s”), M, n (f) = (?) 
Define M, = Ivfn E,(R,). Then, M= M,(s”), ML c M9, and 
114, = Ml if II is odd, M, = M if n is even. 
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As s2 EE,(R,) and S”E M, it follows that SE E,(&)M if n is odd, 
s # E,( R,) M if n is even. Therefore 
E,(RdM- E2(&) if n is odd 
M 
= p 2 E,(&,/f j 
=E,(RO)nM 1 
EAR,) &(&)IM, = ___ ‘u 
M - M, W >iW 
if n is even, 
which concludes the proof. 
The finite part of the.main theorem is simply an application of the above. 
For, as b corresponds- to s2, and as e,(R) = E2( R,)(s), the conditions 
b” = 1 and s2n = 1 are equivalent. 
8. THE GROUPS Y(3, n), O(n, I) 
We will decide the finiteness and structure of the groups Y(3, n) = 
{a;(1~i~3)~a~=l (1<1<3), (aYaF)‘=l (l<m<[42], l<i<j<3)) 
where n is finite, and of 
O(i7, I)= (sL,(z,j, u~u~“-~= (au)‘= 1, L’I!%~‘= l),
where L’ = v( 1). 
8.1. The Groups Y(3, n) 
For a positive integer H, the group Y(3,rz) is a quotient of Y(3) (of 
Section 6) by the normal closure of (a”). 
Given a finite field R, let N, denote the normal closure of (s”) in e2(R), 
AI denote the ideal generated by zR - 1 in R,, and let K,, be the congruence 
subgroup k(X) in SL,(R,,). Then, Y(3, n) g N,/N,, for k = Z,. 
We will describe N,/N,, for any finite field A. Since N, = K,(f), s”’ E K?,,, 
we have K, n N,, = K,, if n is odd, K,(f) if n is even. Thus, 
If n is odd. then 
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If t! is even, then 
Let C,, be a finite cyclic group of order tz. and let ,zJz~.4) denote rhe 
aligmentation ideal of the group ring RC,,. Then, fl;li:&,z ~&{a), and 
K,;K,, 2 k(,&(R)) in X2(&C,,). In any case, l,Vll.:L”JFzl = \~~J&~A))I, and for 
n odd, N!/N,, z &.$lk)). 
We observe that when the characteristics of R and n are relatively prime: 
then ,e;l,!,J) is a direct summand of R’C,,, and therefore in this case, 
From this discussion, we have 
THEOREM 8.1. For t? fitrite, I’( 3, n) ix a finite group. Indeed, Y(3, t! ) 2 
SL:(&$,(Z,j) q-in is OLJU!. 
We record here that a miscalculation of 2, ii, in [4. p. 3391 led us to the 
false conclusion that Y(3, 6) was infinite. 
8.2. The Groups @in, I) 
The group ring Z,(a) of the infinite cyclic group (a) admits a natural 
linear action of n on it by multiplication. Let 3 denote the semidirect 
product of Z,(a) by (a) under this action. 
i.v isomorphic ?o the quotient group of 9 by the tdeai $ getferated b-1, 
rz’ -+ c + 1 in Z2 (a >. In parricular, the cotzjlrgates C$ r cormmfe atnot~g r/m?- 
seices. 
P~oqfi Clearly, the map u F-P f -t- a, a i--t ti extends to a homomorphism 
from P1 onto F/f. We will show by induction on j > 0, that 
where w is a product of some L@‘S wirh 0 < I <,j, or LL) = I, and that 
{UUm10 dm <j) is a commutative set. 
The case j = 1 follows simply from L”” = L%, an involution which is a 
product of two involutions. 
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Suppose the assertion is true for j > 1. Then 
Define o’ = u~‘c&z)~. Then, &‘+” = v~‘+‘o’u, and o’ is a product of u”“s 
with 0 < i < j. Since by induction, { 8 ( 0 d m <jj is a commutative set 
then so is its a-conjugate {I?‘+’ IO d m < j}. Thus, [&“, of]= [lo’, o] = 1, 
and [/‘, c] = 1 follows from the same product of involutions argument. 
Now, it is straightforward to show that the rank of (v”‘l i E Z) is at most 
I, from which gIs F/y follows immediately. 
Given a positive integer I, define the group 
e(l)= {SL2(Z2), nl (Ua)2= 1, tXIV~= l}, 
where u = u( 1). By the previous proposition, [v, vu’] = 1 for all i. It follows 
from Corollary 4.2 and Theorem 7.3 that 0(l) is a finite group; indeed, e(l) 
has a subgroup of index 2, isomorphic to 
By Corollary 7.4, as O(a) 12” - 1, we have 
e( n, 1) z SL, 
( 
Z2<% > 
(r:,+r,+ 1) ) 
where z0 has order 2” - 1. 
A slightly more general group than e(l) is 
B(E) = { 0, u, a 1 l?2 = 22 = (w)’ = (tta)‘, t’U‘?Y = 1) 
of deficiency - 1. Clearly, L” is central in 8(l) and is also an element of the 
commutator subgroup 8(Z)‘. Hence, a(l) is a covering group of O(1) by 
(v’}, and v’ has order at most 2. 
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